The goal of this research was to develop a source term module to model the effect of cavity unsteadiness in gas-path only simulations. In this approach the unsteady effect of the cavity on the main gas-path solution is modeled by adding source terms to the right hand side of the Navier-Stokes equations instead of resolving the cavity geometry. This idea increases considerably the numerical efficiency of the scheme by avoiding the computation of small-scale fluid dynamic structures and the geometric details of the cavity.
INTRODUCTION
Small cavities and the unsteady flow phenomenon associated with them make it very difficult to include them directly in numerical simulations of larger scale bodies, such as automobiles, aircraft or turbomachines. Relatively fine grids are required with almost the same number of grid cells as the primary geometry to model these cavities. Also, lower velocities in the cavity lead to severe restrictions on the time steps and hence considerable computation time. The cavities are typically eliminated from numerical design simulations because of limited available computation time (often only overnight). The use of this simplification gives results that deviate from experimental results, especially near the cavity. Because of this, it is desirable to develop new methods that take into account both unsteady effects and the effects of complex geometries, such as cavities, without performing unsteady calculations or resolving their geometric details. One such method is based on field source terms.
Source terms have been used in the past by other researchers. Sondak and Dorney [1] developed a Lumped Deterministic Stress technique to model the unsteadiness created by rotor-stator interactions in turbomachinery. They showed that unsteady flow effects could be modeled as source terms that include information about unsteady phenomena in the steady flow equations. This is similar, but not identical, to the average passage approach of Adamczyk, et al. [2] .
For low-pressure turbine purge cavities, Wellborn and Okiishi [3] , Hunter [4] , and Hunter and Orkwis [5] have attempted to include the effects of cavities in simulations by inserting interface region source terms into the Navier-Stokes equations. They showed that these source terms can effectively mimic boundary condition variations and are quite effective in capturing the steady state effect of the cavity. However, these simulations do not include the unsteady effects produced by cavity flow field oscillations.
Recently, Orkwis, et al. [6, 7] and Busby, et al. [8] have used field source terms rather than just interface source terms to model accurately the unsteady effect of hot streak migration with considerable success.
The current work was undertaken to develop a source term module to model the effect of cavity unsteadiness in gas path simulations. In Part I the feasibility of the approach is demonstrated by calculating the source terms using the Lumped Deterministic Stress (LDS) approach and including them directly in steady calculations to capture the time average effect of the cavity. Part II goes further to describe a neural network based technique for creating source terms instead of computing unique source terms for every test case. This paper begins with details of the LDST technique. The implementation of this technique is then presented along with the numerical scheme and CFD codes used. Some parametric simple cavity flow physics results are then presented to demonstrate the accuracy of the solver. The LDSTs derived from these results are then shown. These source terms are then used in steady state solutions to demonstrate that they represent the effect of time-averaged unsteadiness. Finally, Part I presents some conclusions and acknowledgements.
LDST TECHNIQUE
The lumped deterministic source term (LDST) approach provides a single source term for each equation that contains the effect of unsteadiness on the time average solution. The approach taken to create the source terms is identical for each of the governing equations. For example, consider the general form of the unsteady energy equation (written in 2D)
Unsteady solution techniques solve this expression by moving the spatial derivatives to the RHS, i.e.,
This approach is also taken when solving for the steady state solution, where Equation (2) is used to relax the solution to a steady state, i.e., LHS =0.
If we split the variables into time mean, Q , and fluctuating, ' Q , quantities, i.e.,
The equation can be expanded further into
On time averaging the above equation the average of the perturbed quantities is zero, therefore the second and third brackets on the right reduces to zero, as does the LHS. This means that upon time averaging a flow with unsteady perturbations, the governing equation solved by the time mean solution is
Bracket one is the usual residual solved by relaxation methods for the steady state (see Equation (2) .) Bracket two represents the source terms that must be added to the steady state equations to include the effect of unsteadiness, i.e., the lumped deterministic source terms. Note the following: the solutions obtained from Equation (2) (with LHS = 0) and Equation (5) are different since they represent respectively the steady state and time average solution variables. The lumped deterministic source terms can be found by taking the time mean of the unsteady solution variables and inserting them into Equation (5) . Once these source terms are calculated they can be inserted into the unsteady equations to include the unsteady effect due to the cavity. Since these source terms are calculated from unsteady solutions the goal of the modeling they are not directly useful but are used here only to demonstrate the effectiveness of the approach. More important, the source terms obtained with this approach provide a database upon which approximate source terms can be developed. An approach to approximating the source terms using Neural Networks is discussed in Part II [9] of this work.
NUMERICAL TECHNIQUE
The commercial CFD package CFD++ developed by Metacomp Technologies has been used for the numerical simulations. CFD++ is based on a unified grid, unified physics and unified computing framework. A multi-dimensional higher-order Total Variation Diminishing interpolation is used to avoid spurious numerical oscillations in the computed flow-fields. These polynomials are exact fits of multi-dimensional linear data. Approximate Riemann solvers are used to define upwind fluxes, with preconditioned variants available for low-speed flows. CFD++ also features non-linear variants, which automatically enforce entropy and positivity constraints. 
Computation Grids
The problem setup consists of a flat plate with a rectangular cavity. The plate is 1 meter in length. The region above the plate is extended to a depth of 0.25 meters. The cavity has a length of 0.5 meters and depth of 0.25 meters. Thus the length to depth (L/D) ratio of the cavity is fixed at 2. The region above the plate has been modeled as a rectangular structured grid with (100x100) grid points. The cavity is attached to the passage grid and has (50x50) points. The two blocks have been combined and the interface points deleted to form a single unstructured block. The flat plate and the walls of the cavity are modeled as adiabatic viscous walls. The upper wall of the passage has been modeled as a reflecting wall. Figure 1 shows a schematic of the problem and the actual grids used are shown in Figure  2 . 
Boundary and Initial Conditions
Boundary conditions for the supersonic computations were prescribed variables at inlet, no-slip adiabatic viscous wall functions on the solid surfaces, all variables extrapolated at the exit plane. The upstream profile was uniform stream and the boundary layer was allowed to develop before the flow entered the cavity.
At the upper wall a symmetric boundary condition was used which causes the reflection of shock/expansion waves. For subsonic cases three variables were specified and the fourth variable extrapolated. Back pressure was specified at the outlet plane. The initial conditions for steady computations were free stream velocities everywhere. For steady simulations without the cavity, velocities at the cavity interface were extracted from the time-averaged solutions obtained from the unsteady simulations at the cavity interface. These velocities were then used as inflow/outflow conditions at the interface of the cavity. The values of flow variables were then frozen at this interface. This assures that correct velocities are obtained at the cavity interface even when the cavity is not physically present in the simulation. A more accurate characteristic based boundary condition approach has been used recently along the interface and produced similar results.
Unsteady Calculations
Roe's scheme was used to provide proper propagation of signals. The scheme is second order accurate in space and fourth order accurate in time. The code was run viscous laminar for this paper, although turbulent calculations can also be performed and were used in Part II. In order to ascertain the convergence of the code to a steady cyclic behavior a pressure probe was made at the hind wall of the cavity. Data was sampled every iteration and a time history of the pressure was obtained. A Fast Fourier Transform (FFT) of this pressure signal was then performed and the dominant frequencies identified. The code was run for 25 to 30 characteristic times to allow the solutions to become periodic, which was also ascertained from the FFT. Figure 3 shows the residual plot for an unsteady run. All four residuals are seen to converge to a cyclic behavior. Figure 4 shows the FFT of the corresponding pressure signal. A single frequency is seen to dominate the spectrum. The initial part of the pressure signal, during which the pressure converges to the cyclic behavior, is removed to avoid the initial noise. direction, i.e., they are either ∂ρ/∂x or ∂ρ/∂y depending on the orientation of the knife-edge. In the current research Schlieren pictures were simulated by obtaining the absolute value of both the x and y density gradients.
These simulated Schlieren images thus do not represent exactly the same thing as the Schlieren images obtained from experiment. However, in certain aspects these simulated Schlierens are better, since they represent the true density gradient.
The above defines the LDST approach taken to include the effect of unsteadiness in steady state calculations. The next section will present results obtained to validate the feasibility of the method and show how the solutions change over the range of parameters. Part II of the paper continues past these results to demonstrate a neural network based approach to quickly generate source terms for any variation of input parameters.
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
Parametric simulations of a simple cavity were made for a range of Mach numbers in this research. The unsteady behavior was characterized and the observed oscillation cycle mechanisms discussed. The solutions were then time averaged to define the lumped deterministic source terms. The source terms were computed as the Mach number was varied. They were then inserted into steady calculations and the results compared to the time average of the unsteady calculations. Test cases were run for Mach numbers ranging from 0.3 to 2.0, in 0.1 increments. Results are presented for selected cases. Supersonic results are presented first because the third author and his students had presented previously a description of a similar oscillating cycle so this serves as a first step toward validating the current results.
Supersonic Results
The flow physics of a representative supersonic solution is considered. The test parameters are M = 2.0, Re = 3.69e+4, L/D = 2. Simulated Schlieren plots were produced to visualize the unsteady cavity oscillation mechanism. The complete cycle has been divided into eight pictures and is presented in Figure 5 . Visible in the images is the complicated nature of the wave interaction and propagation about the cavity.
The important flow features are a moving compression wave at the leading edge of the cavity, a bow shock wave at the trailing edge of the cavity, an oscillating shear layer and vortex shedding. The wave patterns observed are closely associated with the vortex motion of the flow in the cavity. The appearance of these complicated features is believed to be associated with the amplification and damping of small disturbances in the unsteady shear layer. The oscillating shear layer causes a compression wave to be formed at the leading edge of the cavity. Shock waves form and recede as the shear layer oscillates. The shear layer rolls up and forms a vortex that grows in strength as the fluid enters the cavity. The entering fluid causes a pressure wave to form inside the cavity below the vortex. The pressure wave reflects from the bottom aft corner and interacts with the vortex causing it to shed. The shed vortex then travels downstream and impinges on the aft lip of the cavity breaking into two. At the same time the fluid escapes the cavity completing the cycle.
Observed Oscillation Cycle
The results seen in Figures 5 and 6 show time histories of simulated Schlieren images and vorticity contours for one oscillation cycle. The Schlieren simulation pictures were produced to visualize the unsteady pressure waves. The current oscillation cycle should be compared with that of Tam, et al. [10, 11] , although the current geometry is slightly different because of the upper wall symmetry plane. The oscillation cycle is described as follows:
1. A vortex is seen at the leading edge of the cavity. A compression wave is observed at the leading edge because of the shear layer. The shear layer has been shed because of the interaction with an upstream moving pressure wave from the The entering fluid causes a compression wave to be formed below the vortex 4. The fluid continues to enter the cavity and the vortex compression wave becomes stronger. The leading edge compression wave, which is relatively stationary, moves upwards. 5. The shed vortex impinges on the hind wall of the cavity and splits into two. Part of it is washed downstream above the cavity while the other half enters the cavity. 6. The downstream moving compression wave is reflected from the bottom aft of the cavity and starts moving upstream as a new compression. 7. This new wave interacts with the shear layer. At this point the fluid leaves the cavity and a new vortex is formed at the leading edge of the cavity.
8. The shear layer rolls up and a vortex is shed so that the cycle repeats itself. The essential difference from the Tam, et al. [10, 11] cycle was that their pressure wave, which formed below the vortex and bounced back from the aft cavity wall then the front wall before hitting the vortex, was not observed in the current studies. In this case the wave hits the bottom wall and moves upwards striking the vortex and causing it to shed. This difference could be attributed to the compression waves that reflect off the top boundary and cause the flow physics to change slightly as compared to the Tam, et al. solutions in which no upper wall is present.
Subsonic Results
Vortex motion was found to dominate the flow physics of the subsonic cases. The shear layer that develops from the boundary layer floats over the cavity. This shear layer rolls into a vortex that detaches from the shear layer and moves toward the aft wall of the cavity. The shear layer impinges on the aft wall of the cavity and breaks into two, part of which enters the cavity and travels to the lower wall. The other half is washed into the passage. Although the formation and consequent shedding of the vortex can be observed in the Schlieren pictures, the oscillation cycle is better observed by following the behavior of the shed and resident vortices in the cavity. Vorticity contours were plotted over the period of oscillation. Streamlines were plotted on top of the vorticity contours in order to visualize the behavior of the vortex exactly. Figure 6 shows the vorticity and streamlines plotted on top of each other using a set of 6 pictures not necessarily equally placed in time over the cycle. A cartoon has been created and presented in Figure 7 to easily follow the vortices through the cycle. A step-by-step description of the oscillation cycle follows: Figure 6 : Vorticity Contours and streamlines for subsonic cavity oscillations 
Parametric Studies
The unsteady calculations were repeated for a complete range of Mach numbers from subsonic (0.3) to supersonic (1.9). Only a single frequency dominates the oscillation mechanism for subsonic Mach numbers, as shown in Figure 8 for the pressure signal. As the Mach number is increased and nears sonic the pressure signal becomes somewhat random as more frequencies appear in the FFT, as shown in Figure 9 . However, at Mach numbers above 1.4 the oscillations are again dominated by a single frequency as demonstrated by the pressure signal shown in Figure 10 . As the Mach number is increased past 2 the cycle again shows signs of randomness as shown in Figure 11 . Although a single frequency is seen to dominate the pressure oscillations a large amount of noise is observed in the later half of the cycle. The next issue to be addressed is the form and parametric change of the unsteadiness source terms. It should be noted that the source terms were not obtained for Mach number (0.9-1.4), as there were a large number of frequencies present, thus making it difficult to decide the period of the unsteadiness. Though, in spite of the noise, it might still be possible to obtain source terms in the transonic range by averaging over the largest frequency, the results for this range were not obtained for this paper and will be presented elsewhere. Figure 12 shows the density, X, Y momentum and Energy source terms respectively for Mach number 1.5. As was discussed earlier, the source terms represent the difference between the time average unsteady solutions and the steady solutions. The source terms convey the same picture as the unsteady Schlieren pictures. For supersonic Mach numbers the source terms are more complicated since compression and expansion waves appear. All the unsteady waves seen in the Schlieren images -the compression wave seen at the leading edge of the cavity, the bow shock seen at the aft edge of the cavity and the oscillating shear layer -are observed in the source terms. The compression wave appears as positive source terms along the shock surface. A stationary wave would not appear in a source term plot. The presence of a compression wave in the source term plot thus verifies that the wave is unsteady. Also note that the waves are seen in all four-source terms, demonstrating that all four quantities change as the shock moves. The presence of small magnitude energy source terms for the unsteady shock implies that a small amount of energy dissipates through the moving shock wave. This unsteadiness is related to the curvature of the shock wave and hence vorticity as per the Crocco theorem. The vortex formed because of the oscillating shear layer is seen as concentrated positive and negative source terms juxtaposed with each other, indicating a flow circulation because of the cavity. 
Supersonic Source Terms

Subsonic Source Terms
The source terms obtained for the subsonic cases are very different from the supersonic case as was the governing flow physics. For the supersonic case the source terms were dominated by the unsteady compression waves while for the subsonic case the source terms are dominated by the shear layer and the vortex shedding phenomenon. The unsteady subsonic cavity oscillation is governed by the unstable behavior of the shear layer and vortex shedding that occurs because of shear layer rolling. The source terms for all four equations are plotted in Figure 15 for M = 0.5. As seen in the figure the first two source terms, the density and x-momentum, are almost zero. The y-momentum source term is present but small compared to the energy source term. The energy source term appears as a cloud of positive source above the oscillating shear layer and a cloud of negative source in the cavity. This is expected as the moving vortex causes the energy to redistribute within the cavity. The trail of this moving vortex is clearly seen in the energy source term plot. It can be seen that the vortex impinges on the trailing edge of the cavity and then breaks into two. A part of the vortex is seen to enter the cavity while the other half gets washed into the flow above the cavity. There are also concentrated positive and negative source terms juxtaposed with each other sitting at the leading and trailing edge of the cavity. This is also seen as source terms in the region after the cavity. The calculations were repeated for Mach numbers 0.3 to 0.8. The density and x-momentum source terms were not plotted, as they are almost zero. The ymomentum and energy source terms are plotted in Figures 16 and 17 . The strength of the source terms seems to increase with Mach number in the subsonic range. The path followed by the vortex, seen in the energy source term plot, changes with increase in Mach number. It is also apparent that the main flow penetrates much more deeply into the cavity as the Mach number increases. The reverse is also true, in that the effect of the cavity can be seen to extend further into the gaspath flow as the Mach number increases. This is further evidence that interface region source terms should be less effective as the Mach number increases and full field source terms are required to include the complete effect of cavity unsteadiness.
Source Term Modeling
The goal of Part I was to demonstrate that the LDSTs can incorporate unsteady effects in steady state simulations. In this section the source terms presented above are inserted in the steady state solvers and the results are compared with the time average of the unsteady simulations. Figures 18 and 19 show a comparison between the unsteady time average solutions obtained with the cavity and the results of steady simulations obtained with source terms but without the cavity. This is done for the complete range of Mach number from 0.3 to 0.8 and 1.5 to 1.9. The match obtained is exact and was observed for all subsonic (Figure 18 ) and supersonic cases (Figure 19) tested. If the cavity is covered with a sheet of paper and the flow in the region above the cavity considered, it is easy to see that the two gas-path region flows are identical. A 2-D plot of flow quantities at the cavity interface shows that the two plots lie on 
